Architecting a Digital
Supply Chain with Birst

How Citrix unified hundreds of data sources
and increased inventory turns 5X.
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Executive Summary
Reliability up 10
percentage points

On-time Delivery
exceeds 99%

Inventory Turns
increased 5-fold to
20+turns

Days in Supply
reduced by 35%

When Fred Tiso joined Citrix, he set out to architect a digital
global supply chain to improve customer satisfaction,
gross margins and inventory turns. Challenged with over
130,000 global dispersed customers, 120 suppliers, a
three-month product lifecycle, and delivery lead times less
than two days, he needed to rapidly aggregate data across
hundreds of unlike systems and provide unique analysis to
each node in the supply chain. He chose Birst to digitally
network data across customers, manufacturers, suppliers
and business stakeholders. He now has global visibility
with near real-time visibility connecting, aggregating and
transforming data every seven minutes, all manged by a
single IT person. This digital supply chain enables Citrix to
leapfrog competitors and achieve an industry-leading 5X
increase in inventory turns and 99% on-time delivery.

“We tried every BI tool under the sun, but they didn’t
work for a variety of reasons…Then we found Birst
and knew it was the real deal.”
- Fred Tiso, VP of Worldwide Operations
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Architecting a
Digital Supply
Chain. An
Overview.

Company Background
Citrix Systems is a leading provider of virtualization,
networking and cloud computing solutions for more
than 130,000 organizations worldwide. Founded
in 1989, Citrix designs and develops software and
hardware solutions that lower data center costs for a
global customer base, including 99 percent of Fortune
Global 500 enterprises.

Opportunity: Architect a Digital
Supply Chain
Fred Tiso, VP of Worldwide Supply Chain, is responsible
for Sales & Operations Planning, Order Management,
Manufacturing, Quality, Materials, Logistics, Services
Supply Chain and Engineering organizations at Citrix.
The cornerstone of the digital supply chain initiative
was to provide real-time visibility into operational data

Opportunity
and post-sales support. The data comes from over
400 sources, including Siebel, Salesforce, and multiple
ERP systems. Key metrics were being captured in
over 150 spreadsheets, and by the time the team had
wrangled all the spreadsheets for analysis, the data
was out of date.

“We were trying to solve the problem with eight
million spreadsheets that were from multiple
organizations and outdated by the time they came
together,” said Tiso. “There was no single version
of the truth. We couldn’t trust the data, and it just
took forever.”

Architect a digital supply
chain for end-to-end visibility
and agility

Data Sources
10110100

Salesforce, Siebel, Flextronics,
SAP, Excel, SQL Server

Why Birst
• Data aggregation from
multiple sources
• Ease of implementation,
modeling, and maintenance
• Low TCO and overhead
• Networked BI enables agility
with governance

Value
•
•
•
•
•
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Reliability up 10 points
On-time Delivery exceeds 99%
Inventory Turns increased 5X
Days in Supply reduced 35%
Live in less than 90 days

“

Why Birst

“With Birst, we can see a
problem before or as it happens,
instead of a customer calling to
tell us about it. We’ve achieved a
more than 99% on-time delivery
inventory turns that has lowered
improved our gross margins.”
“Customers are very happy from
an on-time delivery perspective.
The CFO is happy from a balance
sheet perspective.”

”

–Fred Tiso

With data from multiple systems of record across
the value chain, Citrix needed an aggregator to view
metrics holistically. Business decisions require that
users have real-time (every seven minutes) supplyand demand-matching information for analysis across
changing hierarchies (customers, regions, suppliers).
Birst demonstrated a model that aggregates data
from multiple applications, contract manufacturers,
payment processing, and other sources to enable
analysis across 120 suppliers and 130,000 customers.

(ADR) automates the extraction, transformation and
prepare it for analysis. Birst Live Access connects to the
pre-aggregated, highly rolled up KPI data. Consistent
Layer.
On the front-end, Birst’s Adaptive User Experience
provides executive dashboards for KPIs and diagnostics,
as well as detailed drill-down and ad hoc discovery for
analysts.

In addition to these capabilities,
Birst stood out for its:
Ease of Implementation
Ease of Maintenance
Ease of Data Model Manipulation
All of which add up to a very low TCO. In fact, Citrix has
only one person maintaining the entire application; from
a time-to-value perspective, the team was able to go
live in less than 90 days. Additionally, Citrix is a SaaS
cloud company, so Birst’s born-in-the-cloud modern

“

“Birst was a game-changer for us.
We went live in less than 90 days
with very limited involvement from
IT and plan to have 2000 users up
and running shortly.”

”

–Fred Tiso
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Using Birst, Tiso’s team quickly digitized the entire
supply chain, gaining real-time visibility into sales
forecasts, bookings, backlog, shipments, inventory,
material forecast, product reliability, and more. Birst
enables Tiso’s team with self-service access to order
to ship, where, and when. Event-driven email alerts
satisfaction issues, such as inventory levels and ontime delivery rates, so the team can act, instead of
re-act. Additionally, Citrix provides external suppliers
with access to Birst, so they can easily view forecasts
and plan accordingly.

Birst Networked BI: Beyond
Centralized & De-centralized
Analytics
Given the complexity of its data model – over 200
spaces with 400 sources – integrating a new data
source and changing a hierarchy could potentially be

With Birst’s Networked BI architecture, Citrix has the
ability to make changes to a single space (parent),
then propagate these changes down to child spaces,
eliminating the need to import data and model
changes in multiple places. Users access the child
spaces to make adjustments in product availability
or expedited requests, and the information remains
consistent across the enterprise. This approach
allows for sharing data across multiple spaces without
an administrative burden to manage the data sources
and connections in each.
Birst enables Citrix to organize its data so that
business users have seamless access to their spaces,
despite the partitioning of the data on the back-end by
processing timelines and security access. For example,
executive dashboards that come from analytic-ready
KPI data don’t require rapid transformations and realtime updates. On the other hand, complex data from
operational sources inform decisions the supply chain
team makes every seven minutes. With Networked BI,
their analysis and blending of external data sources
doesn’t pollute the commonly accessed data.

across many spaces. Citrix needed the ability to make
changes to multiple spaces at scale and speed.
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Next Steps:
Customer Self-Service
Tiso and his team plan to
eventually add Citrix customers
to the self-serve system. Giving
customers access and visibility
will allow for collaboration to
resolve any issues. Citrix expects
to reduce customer service calls
by 50%, which will reduce the
cost of support.

Networked BI
Across the Supply Chain
Decision makers in complex enterprises have typically
received conflicting KPIs and metrics from disparate
systems. This inconsistency can lead to high inventory
buffers to ensure customer commitments and on-time
delivery. Supply chain decision makers require access
to data at the speed of a global ecosystem. Networked
BI provides that agility and self-service analytics, but
with transparent data governance for consistent metrics.

order management, and inventory management systems.
Legacy BI systems maintain governed data but won’t
support the pace of business; desktop analytic solutions,
on the other hand, produce disparate forecasts for
each department that don’t reconcile for an end-to-end
plan. Executives are left without reliable metrics to make
commitments to investors and key customers.

With Networked BI, visibility across the ecosystem allows
For example, in order to optimize inventory and for collaboration on consistent data. Real-time monitoring
product availability, the supply chain must have insight of metrics means decision makers can adjust to and even
into backlog orders, product on-hand to ship, and anticipate changes in demand, plan for scenarios, and
the inventory required to meet forecasted demand. execute knowing that the impact of their decisions will
That information is typically siloed in the sales forecast,
update consistently across the value chain.
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Sharing Supply Chain
Information Across the Ecosystem

Enterprise
Data Model
External data blending

External data blending

CUSTOMERS

SUPPLIERS

Field Ops
Forecast Opps

Forecast Opps

Sales Orders

Backlog Qty

Finance

Pipeline

Booked Revenue

Booked Revenue
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Inventory
on-hand

Inventory
on-hand

WIP

WIP

Shipments

Throughput

Raw Mats
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Procurement
Raw Mats

About Birst
to dramatically improve the speed, alignment and economics of BI across the enterprise. Built on top of Birst’s next-generation, multi-tenant cloud architecture, Networked BI enables centralized and
decentralized BI applications to be transparently connected via a shared analytical data fabric, delivering local execution with global governance. Today, Birst serves thousands of organizations across
the globe by making trusted enterprise business data a part of everyday operational decision making. Learn more at www.birst.com and join the conversation @BirstBI.
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